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ABSTRACT
While three dimensional collaborative environments have been
used for industrial design or interactive games, workgroup collabo-
ration has largely remained in the two-dimensional realm. In this
paper, we examine the collaborative capabilities of the Collabora-
tive Virtual Workspace, and how it is used. We then describe our
effort to augment this system with an immersive display. By devel-
oping an immersive interface to an existing collaboration tool
rather than adding collaboration to an immersive world, we hope to
discover the advantages and pitfalls that immersive collaboration
environments might offer. The first step in this process is to design
the immersive environment to provide natural interactions for the
activities users normally perform while working within the collab-
orative environment.

CR Keywords and Subject Descriptors:C.2.4 [Computer Com-
munications Networks]: Distributed Applications; I.3.2 [Computer
Graphics]: Distributed/Network Graphics; I.3.6 [Computer Graph-
ics]: Methodology and Techniques - Interaction Techniques;

Additional Keywords: VRML, Collaborative Virtual Environ-
ment, Computer Supported Collaborative Work.

1  INTRODUCTION

Many virtual environments which are both immersive and collabo-
rative are designed for a specific purpose, such as games or collab-
orative design [9]. Others are initially designed as an immersive
world primarily, with the capability to collaborate added to them
[3, 6, 10]. With this project, we start with an existing collaborative
environment, and augment it with an immersive interface. Our goal
is to observe the benefits derived from adding the immersion to a
collaborative environment which is already actively used by a vari-
ety of users, and compare how the users’ interactions within the
immersive environment differ from their interactions within the
traditional environment,

Like many large corporations or other large government agencies,
the National Security Agency is investigating collaborative tech-
nologies for internal use. The Collaborative Virtual Workspace
(CVW) has been gaining acceptance within NSA because of its
flexibility and power. Because CVW is used by a body of users at
NSA on a daily basis, it provides a useful testbed of actual collabo-
rative activity. By using CVW as a starting point, we will be able
to observe how providing an immersive display might benefit
users.

________________________________________________
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The development and testing of the immersive interface is
ongoing process. The first step is designing the immersive sett
to provide natural analogs of common activities users norma
perform while working within the collaborative environment.We
begin with an introduction to the standard CVW client, and follow
with an explanation of the rationale and implementation for the 3
interface. This is followed by a discussion of user reaction to t
initial fielding of the augmented system.

2  OVERVIEW OF CVW

The Collaborative Virtual Workspace (CVW) is a prototype collab
orative computing environment created by the MITRE Corporatio
[6]. CVW maintains a persistent virtual space where users c
communicate, collaborate, or share documents. Audio, video
simple text-based interaction are all supported within CVW.

The CVW collaborative environment is divided into virtual build
ings, each of which has several floors and a number of rooms
each floor. Typically, the building might be devoted to a high-lev
organization or general topic, while each floor is devoted to a sp
cific organization, or more specific topic. The individual room
host the actual collaborative sessions.

Figure 1: Sample CVW Screen

CVW supports a number of different type of objects. In addition
the users themselves, CVW provides folders, notes, whiteboa
URLs, and other documents. These can be imported from exter
programs and be shared with other users. CVW allows multip
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users to collaborate on a shared document or whiteboard, or
restrict access to objects they create.

Users can speak or emote publicly within a room, or whisper to
another user privately. They can page other users, or locate them
within the entire CVW environment. Users can also place a proxy
of themselves in a room, and monitor activity in one room while
remaining in another.

All public interactions occurring within a room are displayed in a
textual scrollback, identifying other users and their actions within
the room. Rooms also hold the shared documents, which persist
within the space. Users can restrict access to rooms as well, lock-
ing out others during private conferences. Rooms may also have a
recorder to act as a note-taker.

2.1  Internals of CVW

The interface that users interact with is known as the CVW client,
shown in Figure 1. This communicates with the CVW server
through socket connections. The CVW server coordinates the indi-
vidual users within a virtual building, keeping track of locations of
users and other objects within the space. The server also provides
for the dialog between users.

CVW uses enhanced MUD (Multi-User Dungeon), Object-Ori-
ented (MOO) technology for its messages and controls. MUDs
have widely been used on the internet for interactive role-playing
games; recently developers have explored applying this same tech-
nology for other applications [7]. CVW uses LambdaMOO, devel-
oped by Xerox PARC, as a foundation. Many extensions and
capabilities have been added to LambdaMOO to create CVW, such
as audio and video conferencing and the shared whiteboard.

CVW also uses IP/Multicast technology to provide the underlying
network infrastructure for multipoint video and audio conferenc-
ing. Each room in CVW has a unique multicast address on the
NSA intranet in which the audio and video conferences are held.

Documents are managed through a document server, which not
only provides a central location for the document, but also pro-
vides version controls for group editing. The document exchange
interaction is based on the HTTP protocol. As users import docu-
ments into the CVW environment or open documents for editing or
viewing, the document server provides the documents in the same
fashion as a web-page. Document types are identified by MIME
types, thus allowing users to add particular media types easily into
a room. CVW will use MIME to identify the proper application to
launch for editing a particular document.

CVW is freely available, and is being developed under the Open
Source model by the MITRE Corporation [4].

3  AUGMENTING THE CVW CLIENT

The CVW immersive client (also known as CVW3D) is being
developed to explore how immersion helps or hinders a collabora-
tive experience. Users are able to enter the virtual room immer-
sively, and interact with other users through avatars. Documents
and other objects are represented in the space as well, and interac-
tions with other users and objects are provided in an intuitive fash-
ion.

Figure 2: CVW3D Immersive Client

The immersive display uses VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling
Language), and therefore runs within a web browser, as shown
Figure 2. The room dialog is maintained in a panel below th
immersive window, so the room scrollback feature is maintaine
During certain operations, the room dialog is overlaid by an alte
nate display. For instance, when querying and privately send
messages to another user, a user panel is displayed, which sh
that other user’s identity.

Figure3: CVW FloorLayout:Original (left) andImmersive(right)
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One floor is represented at a time within CVW3D. The floor repli-
cates the design used within the CVW client, so the room geome-
try is identical (see Figure 3). The user may enter or leave rooms
using the navigation controls, or by using preset VRML view-
points to jump into any room on the current floor. Like the standard
CVW client, CVW3D only updates the current room’s contents
dynamically, and displays room contents only when a user moves
into a room. Some other collaborative immersive environments
also restrict updates to a specific region to reduce the updates nec-
essary for the scene [2, 11], however the approaches are quite var-
ied.

3.1  Users and Avatars

Every other user is represented by an avatar within the virtual
room. The default avatar is a simple model, showing a user’s face
on a sphere, and affiliation on a cube (shown as US flags in Figure
4). However, CVW3D can incorporate more detailed models or
full motion avatars, allowing the user to customize his personal
presence.

Figure 4: Sample Avatars

Most other multi-user immersive environments focus on mainta
ing a consistent representation to all participants. This includ
coordinating avatar movement, so that if a user moves acros
room, his avatar representation walks. Coordinating this type
behavior among all participants typically requires a great deal
communications, and numerous strategies have been develope
handle the necessary coordination [12]. Many systems also coo
nate object ownership and manipulation, but this is typically fo
moving the objects within the scene.

Unlike other immersive environments, the avatars’ physical loc
tions within the CVW3D room are randomly generated, and do n
have any particular meaning. Since the CVW server and the tra
tional CVW clients do not maintain a user’s physical positio
within a room, dynamically updating the avatar’s position is no
feasible at this time. Similarly, avatars are currently static - they
not gesture within the scene. Future developments may allow a
tars to gravitate toward one another as they converse, or use pr
gestures, such as waving, to accompany certain user activit
This may require additional functionality within the CVW server.

All avatars are clickable, so the user can display information abo
the room’s other inhabitants easily. The additional informatio
includes their phone number or organization, and is display
within a panel of the user interface. Within the user interface, t
CVW3D client provides a mechanism to communicate directly
another user, either emoting, speaking, or whispering private
This mimics the functionality of the traditional CVW client.

3.2  Documents and other Room Objects

Besides users and their avatars, rooms can also contain var
other objects, such as documents, notes, whiteboards, and web
erences. Within the standard CVW display, a room object is rep
sented by an icon. In the immersive display, these icons a
mapped onto tiles, which are then placed at eye level along o
wall of the room, simulating a bulletin board (see Figure 5).

A user within the virtual space can select an object from the wa
and query its attributes, move it into his carrying folder, or open
for display. Since the documents from the CVW document serv
are handled using MIME types, it is simple to display documen
from the CVW3D client in the same fashion. Users can query
object for additional information, such as owner, permissions, a
last modification time. Likewise, when a user wishes to open
object for display, the web-browser opens the object as if it were
web-reference.

While the full CVW client handles checking documents out an
updating them, this feature is not yet available within the CVW3
client. For the same reason, it does not yet handle the interac
Whiteboards.

Certain object types are handled differently. Notes, which are si
ple text, are displayed within the information panel. Folders are
collection of documents within a room; they can contain any typ
of object. A user opening a folder within a standard CVW interfac
would see a separate window displaying the contents of that fold
In the CVW3D immersive interface, the folder icon itself expand
and displays the contents as smaller items on the folder. In t
fashion, the user can interact with folder contents identically wi
other objects within the immersive room.
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Figure 5: Documents along Wall, with Open Folder

3.3  Navigating

Users moving around the immersive world can use the standard
VRML browser navigational controls to move around the environ-
ment. Preset views are also set for each room, so a user can jump
from one room to another very quickly.

A user can change floors by using the virtual elevator within the
lobby of each floor (see Figure 6). This will place the user on a dif-
ferent level within the virtual environment. In reality, the room
geometry does not change, since all floors have identical layouts.
However, the room contents and labels are reset to match the new
floor.

Certain rooms within the CVW environment maintain access con-
trols, allowing only certain users into the room. In the traditional
CVW client, a user who tries to enter is not allowed, and the CVW
server will refuse to transmit any information about the barred
room aside from its name. The immersive client erects a physical
barrier (a door) over the doorway when a user tries to enter a
barred room. Even if a user manages to enter a room by manipulat-
ing his browser controls, the information is still hidden because it
is controlled by the CVW server.

Figure 6: Elevator and VRML Browser controls

3.4  Software Architecture

Because the CVW system is being used in operational enviro
ments, the initial development focussed on creating an immers
environment which provided many of the same features and fu
tionality. We wanted to provide the users with the familiar virtua
buildings and rooms of CVW, but provide a new method of inte
acting with them. Enhancing the interface to provide unique cap
bilities offered by the new immersive experience will be th
second phase of development.

CVW uses a server for each building as the centralized coordina
for that building. When entering the environment, CVW users c
select the building they wish to enter from several different buil
ings in the campus. The CVW server was preserved without mo
fication, so interaction with objects within CVW only differs at the
client side where users interact with the objects and each other

The CVW client has several different versions currently in oper
tion. A Tcl/Tk version is available, but development on this versio
has stopped. A Java client is now provided publicly, with the sam
functions and features of the earlier Tcl/Tk client.

The CVW3D client is developed using a modified version of th
Java source code, using Java 1.1. The display is created u
VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language), which is controlled
using the EAI (External Authoring Interface). The CVW3D clien
runs as an Applet within a web browser.

The floor is loaded from a VRML file, and then the textual labe
for the rooms are applied whenever a new floor is entered. At t
same time, the viewpoint labels are updated to show the new ro
names. Users and objects within the rooms are added dynamic
whenever the user enters or leaves a room. Whenever a user e
a room, the CVW server provides all contents to the CVW clie
being used; when the CVW3D client receives this information,
loads the avatars for all other users present, and generates
geometry for each object in the room.

The CVW3D client maintains awareness of the user’s moveme
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from room to room with VRML Proximity Sensors. Each sensor
corresponds to a single room; the VRML browser sends the events
corresponding to entering or leaving rooms to the Java EAI, where
that information is then forwarded to the CVW server.

Avatars within the scene can be simple models or H-Anim compli-
ant humanoids [1]. The users will have the ability to select their
avatar. A directory of avatars (one per user) is kept on the web
server; a default avatar is used if there is no avatar for a specific
user.

Because the CVW server is in use for operational tasks, the devel-
opmental web server used to serve up the CVW3D client ran on a
separate web server. Because applets do not allow socket commu-
nications with any address except the web server providing the
applet, it was necessary to create a temporary relay server on the
web server to relay the messages between the CVW server and the
CVW3D client applet. This approach avoided the cumbersome
Java Security authentication, and the small increase in the network
traffic did not adversely affect the web server.

As the code for the immersive client developed, the original Java
source code was logically separated into several modules. One of
these modules handles communications with the CVW server. The
second module handles the various objects within the CVW envi-
ronment, maintaining their identity and properties which are used
by the client. A third handles the user interface. By providing a
well-defined separation of the various modules, creating additional
alternate user interfaces should be straightforward.

4  USER FEEDBACK

Currently the CVW3D client is still in development, and initial
user testing has begun. The interface has generated a great deal of
interest from both users and other developers, who are interested in
experimenting within the immersive environment. Obviously,
enhancing the CVW3D client to implement the full functionality
of the traditional client is necessary for a true evaluation; this task
is underway.

The initial user reaction has been favorable, but with reservations.
Some users expressed concern over the interface, which is quite
different from the standard CVW client. Many users were unfamil-
iar with three-dimensional interfaces, but were able to use the
VRML browser after a few minutes of instruction. Once they
became familiar with the navigation and other controls, they were
much more relaxed. Other comments focused on specific changes
and enhancements to the interface.

Several users have commented on the locations of the avatars
within the immersive room. Since the CVW server does not main-
tain location information of objects within the room, the locations
of the avatars are randomly generated. Several users have sug-
gested creating arrangements, such as placing the avatars around a
virtual conference table, or moving avatars towards each other if
they are talking with one another. Another asked about hearing
conversations in the adjoining rooms if he stood in the doorway
between rooms. Obviously providing a meaning to the avatars’
locations could provide important contextual information that
would certainly augment the user experience.

One concern voiced by some users is the potential field-of-view
problem. Users within the immersive environment may rely prima-

rily on the visual display to distinguish who is in a room. If anothe
user is behind them, the user might not be aware of their presen
This can cause problems if the user says something to the ro
that he or she does not want the other user to hear. We hope tha
preserving the room scrollback capability, a user can keep aware
other inhabitants of the room, but more testing is needed. W
added a feature to display the room scrollback whenever a n
room is entered, based upon a user’s suggestion.

Enhancing the virtual experience, such as moving avatars wit
the room or providing gestures, may enhance the immersive ex
rience without requiring additional communication with the CVW
server. Enhancements of this type may be added initially as p
grammed actions - for instance, waving at a new user entering
room. Users suggested several other capabilities, such as refer
to documents by pointing with their avatar, which would requir
some enhancement to the CVW server capabilities.

When asked about potential uses for the immersive interface,
received a number of comments. VRML models can be included
a type of document within a room, and then a user opening t
document could display a 3D model within the room. One us
suggested a 3D whiteboard enhancement, allowing users to m
up such a model. Another suggestion involved display of flig
scenarios or similar events, which would take advantage of the
functionality; users are already displaying such scenarios, usua
by marking up images interactively within a whiteboard.

Users suggested other potential uses of the interface as an augm
tation to their current CVW experience. One suggested allowi
users to interactively arrange documents in the rooms, allowin
user to group the documents into several virtual bulletin board
Another suggested displaying video on one wall, similar to
movie screen. User preference was divided between includ
everything in one window or using additional popup windows fo
media (as the traditional CVW client does). Since users can mo
around in relation to the documents, those preferring to add eve
thing to the immersive display found that approaching docume
to view the contents was quite intuitive.

5  FUTURE WORK

MITRE developers have been excited about the prospect of prov
ing the CVW3D client to their customers. They have provided
number of suggestions for enhancements within the virtual en
ronment. The CVW3D interface will be provided to the Ope
Source code base once the initial development has been comple

In addition to exploring user-defined arrangements, we hope
explore display strategies for organizing the documents and ot
objects within the room. Like the avatars, there are a number
possible methods to arrange the documents within each roo
including document clustering, hierarchies and other metho
Such techniques may enhance the collaborative experience.

Other future developments include adapting the interface to u
Java3D as an alternate immersive client. Since the source code
the user interface is logically separated from the remaining sou
code, only modification of a limited number of routines will be
necessary. This viewer-independent approach has also been
by other collaborative environments [8].

We hope to provide the CVW3D interface to the user commun



as a whole. CVW has a strong user base within NSA, and should
provide an excellent testing ground. We have already seen fascinat-
ing results of how novice users interact with a virtual environment
which is familiar to them, and this exploration continues as we
enhance the interface. By continuing to explore how immersion
augments a user’s collaborative experience, we will understand
how to improve such spaces.
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